
 

Lesson 28: 

Introduction to the Empathy Phase

Bearing witness and facilitating release

If a client is starting to experience the beginning of an emotion and you start speeding up 
with your hands, what might happen for the client?

What tempo allows sensations and emotions to emerge in the body?

What is the difference between doing touch versus receiving touch?  When 
might you use one style versus the other?

What is an area of your life where you would like to create more integration?

What’s one small step you can take towards that integration?

 



 

What are some reasons a high arousal cathartic release may not be helpful?

As a wound starts to open, what are three signs a client may be becoming overaroused by 
the pace at which the energy is surfacing?

An important tool for regulating the level of arousal that surfaces is called titration.  
Titration basically means that we slow things down.  When we slow things down we can 
notice and give space for all the nuances of sensation that are emerging.  This tending to 
and offering presence to our experience allows the bodymind to begin to integrate what 
was an overwhelming amount of energy.  

If a client is becoming overaroused, we can help them slow down through both our 
nonverbal and verbal contact.

What are three ways you can imagine helping a client titrate by using your hands?

What are three ways you can imagine helping a client titrate by using your voice?

 



 

Scan through the Feeling Wheel and select an emotion that you feel comfortable with and 
that you enjoy experiencing.  Set a timer for three minutes and gently meditate on this 
emotion.  See what arises in your bodymind, noticing the sensations and thoughts that 
emerge.  Let these things drift through your awareness while gently attending to your 
breath.

Next, repeat this exercise with an emotion that you feel neutral toward, one that you do 
not have a strong aversion or attraction to.  Notice what sensations and thoughts emerge 
as you meditate on this emotion.  What do you notice about your breath?

Lastly, repeat the exercise with an emotion that you may not feel as comfortable 
experiencing.  Choose one that may be a bit of a challenge for you, but not necessarily 
one that would be the most challenging.  Notice what sensations and thoughts arise as 
you sit with this emotion.  How might any resistance to this emotion appear in your body? 
Are there parts of your body that become high tone or low tone? 

There is no need to push yourself, so whenever you like, let go of your focus on this 
emotion.  As your attention on the emotion fades, shift your awareness to a resource of 
flow in your life (as explored in lesson 2).  Let the sensations and images of that resource 
flow through your bodymind.  End your meditation when you feel refreshed and 
rejuvenated from the felt sense of this resource.

When we can tolerate the felt sense of many different emotions, our capacity to remain 
attuned and present with our clients is greatly enhanced.  After completing the exercise, 
write any notable reflections or harvests you may have below.

 


